Appendix 3 - Trees

Mini tree fact files
Field Maple
Field Maple is a broadleaf, deciduous tree native to the UK
and most of Europe.
The leaves are identifiable by their 5 lobes and rounded teeth.
The leaves fade from green into rich golden yellows in autumn.
The fruit of the field maple are winged seeds which are
dispersed by the wind.
Mature trees can grow to 20m and live for up to 350 years.
The bark is light brown and flaky.
Lots of wildlife love to live in field maple trees, from aphids
through to birds and even small mammals love to eat the
fruits it produces.
Field maple produces a hard high density timber, which is
great for making musical instruments.

Rowan (Mountain Ash)
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Rowan, also known as mountain ash, is a deciduous
broadleaf native to the UK; northern and western
Europe.
Leaves are similar to that of the ash with 5 - 8 pairs of
leaflets, plus one leaflet at the end of the stem. Each leaflet
is long, oval and toothed.
The fruit of the rowan is a red berry, which comes when the
dense clusters of creamy coloured flowers are successfully
pollinated by insects. The seeds in the fruit are dispersed
by birds.
Mature trees can grow up to 15m and live for up to 200
years. The bark is smooth and silvery grey.
The rowan provides good habitat for a range of caterpillars,
the flowers provide pollen and nectar for bees and other
insects. The berries are a good source of food for birds.
Rowan timber is pale yellow- brown in colour and strong, hard and tough but not particularly
durable. The timber is sometimes used in furniture, craftwork and engraving. The berries are
sour but are edible to humans.

Mini tree fact files continued…
Lime
Common lime is a hybrid of small and large leaf lime. It is a deciduous
broadleaf tree native to the UK and parts of Europe.
Leaves are heart shaped and flimsy; measuring 6-10cm in length.
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Once pollinated by insects the white- yellow flowers develop into round
to oval slightly ribbed fruits with a pointed tip.
Mature trees can reach up to 40m. The bark is brown, smooth at first,
creating fissures lengthwise with age.
Lime provides a good habitat for a range of insects.
The timber is white-yellow and finely textured. It is easy to work and
is used in carving and furniture making. The wood doesn’t warp
and is used for sounding boards and piano keys. The bark can be
used for rope.

Silver Birch
Silver Birch is a deciduous, broadleaf tree native
throughout the UK and Europe.
The leaves are identifiable by their light green colour,
triangular shape and toothed edge. The leaves fade to a
yellow colour in autumn.
The fruit of the silver birch is a catkin which is pollinated
and dispersed by wind.
A good way to identify a silver birch is by the white colour
of its bark.
Mature trees can reach heights of 30m with a light canopy
with drooping branches. The bark sheds layers like tissue
paper, and as the tree matures the bark develops dark
diamond shaped fissures.
The light canopy cover creates a great habitat for a
range of grasses, mosses, fungi etc. Silver birch also is a
great habitat for a range of insects and birds, including
woodpeckers and ladybirds.
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Birchwood is tough and heavy, meaning it is suitable for making furniture, handle and toys. The
bark is also used for tanning leather.

Mini tree fact files continued…
Beech
Beech is a large deciduous tree, native to southern England
and South Wales.
Young beech leaves are identifiable by their lime green
colouring with silky hairs, becoming darker and loose their
hairs as they mature. The leaves are long and oval, pointed
at the tip, with a wavy edge.
The fruit of a beech is a woody cup, known as a beechmast.
These are wind pollinated.
Mature trees develop a large domed crown and grow to a
height of more than 40m. The bark is smooth and grey.
Beech tree trunks are sometimes likened to the leg of
an elephant.
Beech woodland is important for lots of rarer wildlife
and well known for being key places for seeing bluebells.
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Beech timber has a variety of uses, including fuel, furniture, cooking utensils, tool handles and
sports equipment. It can also be used to smoke fish.

Oak
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Oak is a deciduous, broadleaf native to the UK, there are
different types but the best know is arguably the English oak.
Oak leaves are around 10cm long with 4-5 deep lobes with
smooth edges, they have almost no stem and grow in bunches.
The fruit are commonly know as acorns and are 2-2.5cm long
held tightly by cupules. The tree needs to be at least 40years
old to produce acorns.
Mature trees grow to 20 - 40m tall and can live for over 200years.
As they mature the trees form a broad and spreading crown.
Their open canopy enables light to penetrate to the ground,
allowing primroses and bluebells to grow.
Oak woodlands are rich in biodiversity and support more life
forms that any other native species.
Oak timber is hard and durable, however it take up to 150years
before an oak is ready to be used in construction. Oak timber is used for a range of
furniture, ship building, houses and much more.

